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On the semilinear multi-valued flow under
constraints and the periodic problem∗
Ralf Bader
Abstract. ∗∗ In the paper we will be concerned with the topological structure of the set of
solutions of the initial value problem of a semilinear multi-valued system on a closed and
convex set. Assuming that the linear part of the system generates a C0-semigroup we
show the Rδ-structure of this set under certain natural boundary conditions. Using this
result we obtain several criteria for the existence of periodic solutions for the semilinear
system. As an application the problem of controlled heat transfer in an isotropic rigid
body is considered.
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Introduction
Let E be a Banach space, D a closed, convex subset of E, A the infinitesimal
generator of a C0-semigroup {U(t)}t≥0 and F : [0, T ]× D → 2
E an upper semi-
continuous multi-valued map. We consider the semilinear differential inclusion
(1) x′(t) ∈ Ax(t) + F (t, x(t)).
First, assuming as boundary conditions, that the semigroup {U(t)}t≥0 leaves
D invariant and that F satisfies a condition expressed in terms of the Bouligand
contingent cone, we will study the topological structure of the set of mild solutions
to (1) and we show that this set carries an Rδ-structure, i.e. it can be represented
as the intersection of a decreasing sequence of compact absolute retracts (see [13]).
Problem (1) with single- or multi-valued perturbation F was studied by many
authors (see [15], [16], [18], [6]). Also the structure of the solution set of differential
inclusions in infinite dimensional spaces was considered in various works (see [7]
and references given there). In particular, we mention [6], where it was shown
that the set of strict solutions of (1) is an Rδ-set in the case A = 0 (in [12] it was
observed that this set is compact and connected) and [7], where the same result
∗ The research was done while the author held a DFG scholarship.
∗∗ The results of this paper were in part announced without proofs in Differential Inclusions
and Optimal Control, J. Andres, L. Górniewicz and P. Nistri (eds.), Lecture Notes in Nonlinear
Analysis, Vol. 2, 1998, pp. 51–55.
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was obtained for (1) but F defined on E, i.e. problem (1) was considered without
constraints.
In the second part, we let F : [0,∞) × D → 2E be T -periodic and consider
the problem of T -periodic, mild solutions to (1). Applying our results on the
integral funnel it is possible to apply certain fixed point principles of multi-valued
mappings (see [3]) on the translation operator along trajectories (see [11] for this
attitude in the finite dimensional setting and [4], [14] in the present case but
without constraints). Using this approach we obtain various assumptions on D,
F and A assuring the existence of periodic solutions. Thus we obtain multi-
valued generalizations of the existence principles formulated in [17] for single-
valued nonlinearities. Also some refinements of results given in [4] and [14] are
considered. In case F is autonomous, we can derive sufficient conditions for the
existence of equilibria from the results on periodic solutions. Finally we will be
concerned with a control problem arising in the study of controlled heat transfer
in an isotropic, homogeneous body. We give sufficient conditions in terms of the
heating sources, which can be regulated, in order to obtain a periodic evolution
of the system.
1. Preliminaries
Given a metric space (X, d) let BX(x, r) := {z ∈ X : d(x, z) < r} be the open
ball with center x and radius r (the subscript X is omitted unless it leads to
ambiguity) and d(x, D) := infz∈D d(x, z) the distance from x to a set D ⊂ X .
The interior, closure and boundary of D will be denoted by intD, D and ∂D,
respectively. In the sequel, E will always be a Banach space over C or R with
the norm | · | and E∗ is the normed dual of E. If U is a linear operator in E
the resolvent set of U is denoted by ̺(U) and the Banach space of all bounded
linear operators is L(E) with the operator norm | · |0. Given reals a < b we let
C([a, b], X) be the Banach space of continuous y : [a, b] → X equipped with the
maximum norm and by L1([a, b], E) we mean the Banach space of all Bochner
integrable maps f : [a, b]→ E with the norm |f |1 :=
∫ b
a |f(s)| ds.
For nonempty, bounded subsets Ω of E the Hausdorff measure of noncompact-
ness (MNC) χ is given by
χ(Ω) := inf
{
r > 0 : there are finitely many points x1, . . . , xk ∈ E
with Ω ⊂
k
⋃
i=1
B(xi, r)
}
.
Let us also provide some terminology concerning multi-valued maps. Given
metric spaces X and Y a multi-valued map F : X → 2Y \ ∅ is called upper
semi-continuous (usc), if F−1(V ) := {x ∈ X : F (x) ⊂ V } is open in X whenever
V is open in Y and it is lower semi-continuous (lsc) if F−1(A) is closed in X
whenever A is closed in Y . Given another multi-valued map G : Y → 2Z the
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composition of F and G is given by G ◦ F : X → 2Z , G ◦ F (x) :=
⋃
y∈F (x) G(y).
A multi-valued map F : D → 2E \ ∅, where D is a subset of the Banach space
E, is called a k-set-contraction, if F is usc and for every bounded Ω ⊂ D the set
F (Ω) :=
⋃
x∈Ω F (x) is bounded and χ(F (Ω)) ≤ kχ(Ω). In case k = 0 we say that
F is a compact map.
2. Existence of solutions for the semilinear multi-valued flow under
constraints
Let A be a closed linear (in general unbounded) operator on E, which is the
infinitesimal generator of a C0-semigroup {U(t)}t≥0 (see [15]). Let D be a closed
subset of E and let F : [0, T ] × D → 2E \ ∅ be a multi-valued mapping. Given
x0 ∈ D we consider the initial value problem
(2)
{
x′(t) ∈ Ax(t) + F (t, x(t)),
x(0) = x0.
A continuous mapping x : [0, T ]→ D is called a mild solution of (2) if x satisfies
the integral equation
(3) x(t) = U(t)x0 +
∫ t
0
U(t − s)f(s) ds for every t ∈ [0, T ],
where
f ∈ NF (x) := {g ∈ L
1([0, T ], E) : g(t) ∈ F (t, x(t)) a.e. on [0, T ]}.
The set of all mild solutions of (2) will be denoted by S(x0). Recall that strong
solutions of (2), i.e. continuous x : [0, T ] → D such that x(0) = x0, x is almost
everywhere (a.e.) differentiable with x′ ∈ L1([0, T ], E) and x satisfies (2) a.e. on
[0, T ], must not exist in general. Clearly, if we have A = 0, a mild solution to (2)
is also a strong solution.
In order to state the boundary condition on F sufficient for the existence of
solutions we consider the Bouligand contingent cone, i.e.
TD(x) = {y ∈ E : lim inf
h→0,h>0
d(x + hy, D)
h
= 0}.
Recall that in case D is convex the equality
TD(x) =
⋃
t>0
1
t
(D − {x})
holds and the following characterization in terms of hyperplanes is available (see
[9, p. 32]): y ∈ TD(x) iff
x∗ ∈ E∗, |x∗| = 1, Rex∗(x) = sup
D
Rex∗(z) implies Rex∗(y) ≤ 0.
We also will use the condition that the semigroup {U(t)}t≥0 leaves the set D
invariant, i.e. for each t ≥ 0 we have U(t)D ⊂ D. Recall that this condition can
be characterized solely in terms of the generator A:
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Lemma 1 (see [15, p. 304]). Let A be the generator of a C0-semigroup {U(t)}t≥0
on E and let D be a closed, convex subset of E. Then U(t)D ⊂ D for each t ≥ 0
iff (I − λA)−1D ⊂ D for each λ > 0 sufficiently small.
We have the following existence result.
Theorem 2. Let E be a Banach space, D be a closed subset of E and let A be
the generator of a C0-semigroup {U(t)}t≥0 such that U(t)D ⊂ D for each t ≥ 0.
Let F : [0, T ]× D → 2E \ ∅ be usc with compact convex values such that
‖F (t, x)‖ := sup{|z| : z ∈ F (t, x)} ≤ c(t)(1 + |x|)
for every t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ D,
where c ∈ L1([0, T ], R) and
(4) F (t, x) ∩ TD(x) 6= ∅ for every t ∈ [0, T ] and x ∈ D.
Then for each x0 ∈ D the initial value problem (2) has a mild solution provided
that one of the following conditions holds:
(i) for bounded Ω ⊂ D
(5) lim
h→0,h>0
χ(F (B[0,a](t, h)× Ω)) ≤ k(t)χ(Ω) for each t ∈ [0, T ],
where k ∈ L1([0, T ], R)
(ii) the semigroup {U(t)}t≥0 is compact.
Proof: Theorem 2 was shown in [6] under analogous assumptions, except that
instead of our separated boundary conditions, i.e. U(t)D ⊂ D for each t ≥ 0 and
(4), it was assumed that
(6) F (t, x) ∩ T UD (x) 6= ∅ for every t ∈ [0, a] and x ∈ D,
where
(7) T UD (x) :=
{
y ∈ E : lim inf
h→0,h>0
d(U(h)x + hy, D)
h
= 0
}
.
Now the theorem follows since under the above assumptions y ∈ TD(x) implies
y ∈ T UD (x) (
1). To see this, recall that y ∈ TD(x) iff x + hnyn ∈ D for some
hn → 0, hn > 0 and some yn → y. Then
d(U(hn)x+ hny, D) ≤ d(U(hn)(x+ hnyn), D) + hn|U(hn)yn − y|
= hn|U(hn)yn − y|
since U(t)D ⊂ D for every t ≥ 0. Thus, using the strong continuity of {U(t)}t≥0,
it follows that
1
hn
d(U(hn)x+ hny, D)→ 0 as n → ∞,
i.e. y ∈ T UD (x). 
We will also use the following continuity property of the solution operator.
1The argument used in the subsequent proof of this implication was communicated by
D. Bothe.
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Corollary 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 be fulfilled. Then the multi-
valued map S : D → 2C([0,T ],D) \ ∅ is usc with compact values (C([0, T ], D)
denotes {x : [0, T ]→ D : x is continuous}).
Proof: Follows easily by using arguments from the existence theory to (2) (see
[6], [9]). 
Remark. The “cone” defined in (7) does not have the useful property to define
a lsc set-valued map D ∋ x 7→ T UD (x) ⊂ E in the case where D is convex (as
it happens for TD(·)). To see this let E := {x : [0,∞) → R : x is bounded
uniformly continuous} with the supremum norm and consider (Af)(t) := f ′(t)
for f ∈ D(A) := {f ∈ E : f ′ ∈ E}. The operator A generates a nonexpansive
C0-semigroup. Now let D := {f ∈ E : f(0) = 0} closed and convex. One easily
sees TD(x) = D for every x ∈ D. We consider
fn(t) :=
1
n
sinnt.
Then fn → 0 and (Afn)(t) = cosnt. Thus we see that fn ∈ D(A)∩D and since for
such elements g we have T UD (g) = TD(g)−Ag we get that T
U
D (fn) = D− cosn·
and T UD (0) = D. Therefore, given an open V := B(0, 1), we have T
U
D (0) ∩ V 6= ∅
but T UD (fn) ∩ V = ∅ for all n = 1, 2, . . . , and we see that T
U
D (·) cannot be lsc.
3. Topological characterization of the solution set
In the section we will prove that if we assume in addition that intD 6= ∅, the
set of mild solutions to problem (2) is actually an Rδ-set, i.e. the intersection of a
decreasing sequence of compact absolute retracts (see [13]). To prove this result
we need the following two lemmata.
First we have the following generalization of the Michael selection theorem.
Lemma 5 (see [5]). LetX be a metric space and E a Banach space. Let F : X →
2E \ ∅ be usc with closed, convex values and G : X → 2E \ ∅ be lsc with closed,
convex values such that F (x) ∩ G(x) 6= ∅ for each x ∈ X . Then, given ǫ > 0,
there exists a continuous map f : X → E such that f(x) ∈ F (B(x, ǫ)) + B(0, ǫ)
for each x ∈ X and f is a selection of G (i.e. f(x) ∈ G(x) for each x ∈ X).
Similarly as in [6], we will also apply the following simple consequence of the
characterizations of Rδ-sets given in [13].
Lemma 6. Let E be a Banach space and let An ⊂ E be nonempty, closed and
contractible such that An ⊃ An+1 for n ≥ 1 and χ(An)→ 0. Then the set
A :=
⋂
n≥1
An
is an Rδ-set.
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Theorem 7. Let E be a Banach space, D ⊂ E closed, convex and bounded
with intD 6= ∅ and let A be the generator of a C0-semigroup {U(t)}t≥0 such that
U(t)D ⊂ D for each t ≥ 0. Let F : [0, T ]×D → 2E \∅ be usc with compact convex
values such that ‖F (t, x)‖ ≤ c on [0, T ]×D and (4) holds. Then for each x0 ∈ D
the set of mild solutions S(x0) is an Rδ-set provided that one of the conditions
(i) or (ii) of Theorem 2 holds.
Proof: 1. Let M be given such that |U(t)|0 ≤ M for every t ∈ [0, T ].
Since D is a closed, convex set the map TD : D → E is lsc with closed,
convex values (see [9, p. 32]). Thus, by Lemma 5, for each n ≥ 1 there exists a
continuous map gn : [0, T ] × D → X such that gn(t, x) ∈ TD(x) and gn(t, x) ∈
F (B[0,T ](t,
1
n)× BD(x,
1
n )) +BE(0,
1
n ) for each t ∈ [0, T ] and x ∈ D.
Now let x1 ∈ intD and D1 := D − {x1}. Then 0 ∈ intD1 and we find µ > 0
such that BE(0, µ) ⊂ D1. In view of the Lasota-Yorke theorem choose a locally
Lipschitz map f̃n : [0, T ]× D → E such that
sup
[0,T ]×D
|f̃n(t, x)− gn(t, x)| <
µ
n
and we define
fn : [0, T ]× D → E, fn(t, x) := f̃n(t, x)−
1
n
(x − x1).
Clearly, the map fn is also locally Lipschitz and we claim that in addition fn(t, x)
∈ TD(x) on [0, T ]× D holds. To this end let t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ D be arbitrary and
let x∗ ∈ E∗ be such that |x∗| = 1, Rex∗(x) = supD Rex
∗(z). Then
Rex∗(fn(t, x)) ≤ Rex
∗(f̃n(t, x)− gn(t, x)) −
1
n
Rex∗(x − x1)
≤ |f̃n(t, x) − gn(t, x)| −
µ
n
≤ 0
since x∗(x − x1) ≥ µ.
Finally let d := 2 + ‖D1‖. Then it is clear that for each n ≥ 1 the map fn is a
selection of a multi-valued map Fn : [0, T ]× D → 2E \ ∅, given by
Fn(t, x) := F
(
B[0,T ](t,
1
n
)× BD(x,
1
n
)
)
+BE(0,
d
n
).
Observe also that
(8) F (t, x) ⊂ Fn+1(t, x) ⊂ Fn(t, x) on [0, T ]× D for every n ≥ 1
and all mappings Fn are bounded by c + d. Denoting by Sn the set of solutions
of (2) where F is replaced by Fn, we have also from (8) that Sn(x0) ⊃ Sn+1(x0)
and S(x0) ⊂
⋂
n≥1 Sn(x0).
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2. Recall that from un ∈ Sn(x0) for all n ≥ 1 it follows that unk → u ∈ S(x0)
for some subsequence {unk : k ≥ 1} of {un : n ≥ 1}. This implication follows
from standard methods occurring in the existence theory for semilinear systems.
Now observe that the above mentioned fact shows that
S(x0) =
⋂
n≥1
Sn(x0),
but, moreover, we also obtain χ0(Sn(x0)) → 0, where χ0 denotes the Hausdorff
MNC on C([0, T ], E); notice that we get
̺n := sup
Sn(x0)
d(v, S(x0))→ 0,
and thus Sn(x0) ⊂ S(x0) + B(0, ̺n), which implies χ0(Sn(x0)) ≤ ̺n → 0, since
S(x0) is compact by Corollary 3.
3. We show that for each n ≥ 1 the set Sn(x0) is contractible. Observe that
in this case the proof is finished in view of Lemma 6. Let f := fn be the locally
Lipschitz selection of Fn which exists by step 1. Then, for each t0 ∈ [0, T ] and
x0 ∈ D let us denote by v(t; t0, x0) the unique solution of the integral equation
(9) y(t) = U(t − t0)x0 +
∫ t
t0
U(t − s)f(s, y(s)) ds.
Define a homotopy h : [0, 1]× Sn → Sn by the formula
h(λ, u)(s) :=
{
u(s), if s ∈ [0, λT ],
v(s;λ, u(λ)), if s ∈ [λT, T ].
Since the semigroup U(t) is strongly continuous and fn is locally Lipschitz it
is easy to see that the solution of equation (9) depends continuously on t0 and
x0 and therefore h is continuous. We also have h([0, 1] × Sn) ⊂ Sn and thus,
from the continuity of h we infer, h([0, 1] × Sn) ⊂ Sn. Finally observe that
h(0, u) = v(·; 0, x0) and h(1, u) = u for every u ∈ Sn, i.e. Sn is contractible. 
4. Periodic solutions of the semilinear system
Let F : [0,∞) × D → 2E \ ∅ be T -periodic, which means that F (t, x) ⊂
F (t+ T, x) for every t ∈ [0,∞) and every x ∈ D. We will be concerned with the
existence of T -periodic, mild solutions to
(10) x′(t) ∈ Ax(t) + F (t, x(t)),
i.e. continuous, T -periodic maps x : [0,∞)→ D such that
(11) x(t) = U(t)x(0) +
∫ t
0
U(t − s)f(s) ds for each t ∈ [0,∞)
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with f ∈ L1loc([0,∞), E) such that f(s) ∈ F (s, x(s)) a.e. on [0,∞) (by
L1loc([0,∞), E) we denote the set of all locally Bochner integrable maps [0,∞)→
E).
Recall that a semigroup {U(t)}t≥0 is said to be of type (C, ω) for some constants
C ≥ 0, ω ∈ R, if |U(t)|0 ≤ C exp(ωt) for each t ≥ 0. In the sequel, we will only
consider semigroups of type (1, ω). However, this does not seem to be a serious
restriction since there is an equivalent norm on E such that C = 1 holds. Our
assumptions will be such that they remain valid under equivalent renorming.
In order to apply the results of the previous section to the periodic problem
(10), we shall take advantage of the following fixed point result.
Proposition 8 (see [3]). Let D ⊂ E be closed, convex and bounded and let
D′ ⊂ E′ be a closed, convex subset of a Banach space E′. Let ϕ : D → 2D
′
\ ∅
be an usc map such that ϕ(x) is an Rδ-set for each x ∈ D and let f : D
′ → D be
a continuous map. Finally let Φ := f ◦ ϕ be a k-set-contraction for k < 1. Then
the mapping Φ has a fixed point, i.e. there exists x0 ∈ D such that x0 ∈ Φ(x0).
We start with the following result.
Theorem 9. Let E be a Banach space and D ⊂ E closed, convex and bounded
with intD 6= ∅. Let A be the generator of a C0-semigroup of type (1, ω) such that
U(t)D ⊂ D for each t ≥ 0. Assume that F : [0,∞)×D → 2E \∅ is usc, T -periodic
with compact, convex values such that ‖F (t, x)‖ ≤ c on [0, T ]× D and (4) hold.
Then the periodic problem (10) has a mild solution in each of the following cases:
(i) condition (i) of Theorem 2 holds, t 7→ U(t) is continuous with respect to
the norm in L(E) for t > 0 and ωT + 4|k|1 < 0;
(ii) condition (i) of Theorem 2 holds, E is separable and ωT + |k|1 < 0;
(iii) {U(t)}t≥0 is a compact semigroup.
Proof: From Corollary 3 and Theorem 7 we know that the solution operator
S : D → 2C([0,T ],D) \ ∅ defines an usc map with Rδ-sets as its values. Next, let
eT : C([0, T ], D)→ D be the evaluation map, i.e. eT (u) := u(T ) and consider the
operator of translation along trajectories given by P := eT ◦ S. In view of the
results of [4] it follows that in all three cases P is a k-set contraction with k < 1.
Hence, by Proposition 8 we see that P has a fixed point, i.e. there is a continuous
map x : [0, T ] → D satisfying (3) such that x(0) = x(T ). Clearly, x can be
extended to a continuous T -periodic map x̃ : [0,∞)→ D and, by T -periodicity of
F , we see that x̃ satisfies also (11) with a map f chosen in the obvious way. 
Observe that the assumptions in the cases (i) and (ii) above imply ω < 0. In
the next result we consider also the case ω = 0.
Theorem 10. Let the suppositions in front of Theorem 9 be fulfilled. Then the
periodic problem (10) has a solution provided
0 ∈ D, ω ≤ 0, F is compact and 1 ∈ ̺(U(T )).
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Proof: For ǫ > 0 we consider y′ ∈ Ay − ǫy + F (t, y). Then the C0-semigroup
Uǫ(t) := e
−ǫtU(t) generated by A − ǫI satisfies Uǫ(t)D ⊂ D since 0 ∈ D. By
Theorem 9 we thus get the existence of a periodic solution xǫ to the perturbed
equation. Since the resolvent set ̺(U(T )) is open we have invertibility of I−Uǫ(T )
for ǫ > 0 sufficiently small. Thus the following representation holds:
(12) xǫ(t) = Uǫ(t)(I − Uǫ(T ))
−1
∫ T
0
Uǫ(T − s)fǫ(s) ds+
∫ t
0
Uǫ(t − s)fǫ(s) ds
for each t ∈ [0, T ] with some fǫ ∈ NF (xǫ).
Let ǫn → 0. Since F is compact, we get from (12) that {xǫn(t) : n ≥ 1}, t ∈
[0, T ] is relatively compact and, since equicontinuity is then also clear, it follows
w.l.o.g. xǫn → x ∈ C([0, T ], E). Finally, applying arguments as in the second
step of the proof of Theorem 7, we see that x is actually a solution of (10). 
In [8] there is an example showing that without the assumption “1 ∈ ̺(U(T ))”
the theorem may be false (in this example there is actually A = 0).
We now consider the case where F is defined on the whole Banach space E.
The above given results allow us to relax the growth condition on the nonlinearity
F from results given in [4] and [14].
Corollary 11. Let E be a Banach space, A the generator of a C0-semigroup of
type (1, ω). Assume that F : [0,∞) × E → 2E \ ∅ is compact, T -periodic with
compact convex values. Assume also that there is c ≥ 0 such that
(13)
1
|x|
inf{|z| : z ∈ F (t, x)} → c uniformly in t ∈ [0, T ] as |x| → ∞.
Then the periodic problem (10) has a solution if c < −ω.
Proof: It is clear that the translation operator along trajectories P associated
with (10) is an eωT -set contraction (ω < 0 by our assumptions). Now let B :=
A − ωI and G(t, x) := F (t, x) + ωx. Since a solution to x′ ∈ Bx+G(t, x) is also
a solution to (10), it follows that P0 — the translation operator associated with
the latter system — is also an eωT -set contraction. In view of (13) we now may
choose R > 0 such that for |x| > R and t ∈ [0, T ] there exists z ∈ F (t, x) such
that
|z|
|x|
< −ω. Now let D := B(0, R + 1). Then our choice of R assures that
G(t, x) ∩ TD(x) 6= ∅ for every t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ D and we have V (t)D ⊂ D where V
is the semigroup generated by B. Thus by arguments as in Theorem 9 we see the
existence of a periodic solution. 
Recall that already scalar examples show that our assumption “c < −ω” cannot
be replaced by “c ≤ −ω” (e.g. let Ax := ωx and f(x) := |x| + 1; then c = 1 and
for ω = −1 there is no periodic solution).
Let us again consider the case ω = 0. Recall that ‖A‖ = sup{|x| : x ∈ A} for
a set A ⊂ E.
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Corollary 12. Let E be a Banach space, A the generator of a C0-semigroup of
type (1, ω). Assume that F : [0,∞) × E → 2E \ ∅ is compact, T -periodic with
compact convex values and
(14)
1
|x|
‖F (t, x)‖ → 0 uniformly in t ∈ [0, T ] as |x| → ∞.
Then the periodic problem (10) has a solution if ω ≤ 0 and 1 ∈ ̺(U(T )).
Proof: Let ǫ > 0. Then Corollary 11 shows the existence of a periodic solution
xǫ to the system y
′ ∈ Ay − ǫy + F (t, y). From the representation (12) it follows
that there exists a > 0 such that |xǫ(0)| ≤ a
∫ T
0 |fǫ(s)| ds where fǫ ∈ NF (xǫ).
Then by formula (11), growth condition (14) and an application of the Gronwall
inequality we see that there are b, d > 0 such that |xǫ(t)| ≤ b|xǫ(0)| + d for each
t ∈ [0, T ].
Choose δ > 0 such that abT δ < 1. Then, again by (14), there exists β > 0
such that
‖F (t, x)‖ ≤ β + δ|x| for each t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ E.
Thus it follows for a.e. t ∈ [0, T ]
|fǫ(t)| ≤ β + δ|xǫ(t)| ≤ β + δ(b|xǫ(0)|+ d) = β + δd+ δb|xǫ(0)|
and hence
|xǫ(0)| ≤ aT (β + δd+ δb|xǫ(0)|).
From the latter we infer
|xǫ(0)| ≤
a(Tβ + Tδd)
1− aT δb
which shows that {xǫ(0) : ǫ > 0} and therefore also {xǫ(t) : ǫ > 0} is bounded.
Now, using arguments as in the proof of Theorem 10 we see that xǫ converges to
a solution x of (10) as ǫ → 0. 
In the remaining results we would like to dispense with the assumption intD 6=
∅. Explicitly, we can replace this assumption by the condition that the metric
retraction on D exists, i.e. there is a continuous map r : E → D such that
|r(x) − x| = d(x, D).
Theorem 13. Let E be a Banach space and D ⊂ E closed, convex, bounded and
let the metric retraction r exist. Let A be the generator of a C0-semigroup of type
(1, 0) such that U(t)D ⊂ D for each t ≥ 0. Assume that F : [0,∞)×D → 2E \∅ is
usc, T -periodic with compact, convex values such that ‖F (t, x)‖ ≤ c on [0, T ]×D
and (4) holds. Then the periodic problem (10) has a solution in each of the
following cases:
(i) {U(t)}t≥0 is a compact semigroup;
(ii) 0 ∈ D, F is compact and 1 ∈ ̺(U(T )).
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Proof: Let δ > 0 and consider a closed, convex and bounded subset Dδ := {x ∈
E : d(x, D) ≤ δ} with nonvoid interior. Extend F to an usc map Fδ : [0, T ]×Dδ →
2E \ ∅ by Fδ(t, x) := F (t, r(x)). Clearly, we have that Fδ(t, x) ∩ TDδ(x) 6= ∅
and U(t)Dδ ⊂ Dδ since ω ≤ 0. Hence, an application of Theorem 9(iii) and
Theorem 10 yield the existence of a periodic solution xδ to y
′ ∈ Ay + Fδ(t, y) in
both cases.
Now let δn → 0. The usual compactness argument shows that w.l.o.g. xδn →
x ∈ C([0, T ], E). Clearly, x(t) ∈ D for every t ∈ [0, T ] and one shows that x is in
fact a solution to (10). 
Let us note that in caseX is uniformly convex each closed, convex and bounded
set possesses the metric retraction.
Finally we turn to the case where D is compact.
The following lemma gives a positive answer to open problem 13.1 in [9].
Lemma 14. Let E be a Banach space, D ⊂ E compact, convex and let F :
[0, T ]×D → 2E \∅ be usc with compact, convex values such that (4) holds. Then
the periodic problem x′(t) ∈ F (t, x(t)), x(0) = x(T ) has a strong solution.
Proof: The relevant sets D and K := F ([0, T ]×D) are compact and thus E0 :=
spanD∪K is a separable subspace of E. Therefore this subspace can be given an
equivalent strictly convex norm and, hence, we may assume that E is a strictly
convex Banach space. But then recall, that the metric retraction r on D exists
and we can define Dδ and Fδ as in the proof of Theorem 13. Denote for y0 ∈ D
by Sδ(y0) the set of strong solutions to y
′ ∈ Fδ(t, y), y(0) = y0. Then Sδ : D →
2C([0,T ],Dδ) \ ∅ is an usc map with Rδ-values. Let g := r ◦ eT : C([0, T ], Dδ)→ D.
By Proposition 8 there exists a fixed point of the map g ◦ Sδ, i.e. there exists a
function xδ : [0, T ]→ Dδ having xδ(0) ∈ D, x
′
δ(t) ∈ Fδ(t, xδ(t)) a.e. on [0, T ] and
and r ◦ xδ(T ) = xδ(0). Letting δn → 0 we obtain w.l.o.g. xδn → x ∈ C([0, T ], E).
Then x(t) ∈ D for every t ∈ [0, T ] and x is a strong solution to y′ ∈ F (t, y).
Moreover, x(T ) = r(x(T )) = r(lim xδn(T )) = lim r(xδn(T )) = limxδn(0) = x(0)
which proves the lemma. 
Theorem 15. Let E be a Banach space and D ⊂ E compact, convex and let A
be the generator of a C0-semigroup such that U(t)D ⊂ D for each t ≥ 0. Assume
that F : [0,∞)×D → 2E \ ∅ is usc, T -periodic with compact, convex values such
that (4) holds. Then the periodic problem (10) has a solution.
Proof: For λ > 0 sufficiently small the Yosida approximation Aλ = λ
−1((I −
λA)−1 − I) is well-defined and Aλ ∈ L(E). Let Gλ : [0, T ]×D → 2
E \ ∅ be given
by Gλ(t, x) := Aλx+ F (t, x) and consider the periodic problem
(+λ)
{
x′(t) ∈ Gλ(t, x(t)),
x(0) = x(T ).
We wish to show that Gλ(t, x) ∩ TD(x) 6= ∅ for each t ∈ [0, T ] and x ∈ D. By
(4) there is y ∈ F (t, x) such that y ∈ TD(x). Now Aλx+ y ∈ Gλ(t, x) and given
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x∗ ∈ E∗, |x∗| = 1 and Re x∗(x) = supD Re x
∗(z), we see that Rex∗(Aλx +
y) ≤ Rex∗(Aλx) = Rex
∗(λ−1((I − λA)−1x − x)) = λ−1(Rex∗((I − λA)−1x) −
Rex∗(x)) ≤ 0 since (I − λA)−1x ∈ D by Lemma 1. Hence, it follows from
Lemma 14 that problem (+λ) has a strong solution uλ in D. Clearly uλ is then
also a mild solution and we have
(15) uλ(t) = exp(tAλ)x0 +
∫ t
0
exp((t − s)Aλ)fλ(s) ds for every t ∈ [0, T ],
where fλ ∈ NF (uλ).
Let λn → 0 and let xλn be a solution of (+λn). Taking into account that
exp(τAλn)x → U(τ)x uniformly on compact subsets of E and τ ∈ [0, T ] it follows
from (15) that {xλn : n ≥ 1} is equicontinuous. Hence, w.l.o.g. xλn → x and x is
a mild solution to (10). 
5. Existence of equilibria
Let F : D → 2E \ ∅. In this section we will consider the autonomous system
(16) x′(t) ∈ Ax(t) + F (x(t)).
A stationary solution to (16), i.e. a point x0 ∈ D(A)∩D satisfying 0 ∈ Ax0+F (x0)
is called an equilibrium of (16).
Theorem 16. Let E be a Banach space and D ⊂ E closed, convex and bounded.
Let A be the generator of a C0-semigroup of type (1, ω) such that U(t)D ⊂ D for
each t ≥ 0. Assume that F : D → 2E \ ∅ is usc with compact, convex values such
that
(17) F (x) ∩ TD(x) 6= ∅ for each x ∈ D
holds and consider the conditions
(a) intD 6= ∅;
(b) the metric retraction on D exists and {U(t)}t≥0 is C0-semigroup of type
(1, 0).
Then (16) has an equilibrium provided
(i) (a) or (b) holds and {U(t)}t≥0 is a compact semigroup,
(ii) (a) or (b) holds, 0 ∈ D, ω ≤ 0, F is compact and there exists t0 such that
1 ∈ ̺(U(t)) for each 0 < t < t0,
(iii) (a) holds, F is a k-set-contraction, t 7→ U(t) is continuous with respect to
the norm in L(E) for t > 0 and ωT + 4k < 0,
(iv) (a) holds, E is separable and ωT + k < 0.
Proof: Choose 0 < T < t0. It follows from the results of the previous section
that in all cases we get a Tn-periodic solution xn to (16) for every n ≥ 1, where
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Tn := 2
−nT . The usual compactness argument shows that w.l.o.g xn → x ∈
C([0, T ], E), x is a solution to (16) and it is easily seen that x(t) ≡ x0 ∈ D. Thus
we have obtained
(18) x0 = U(t)x0 +
∫ t
0
U(t − s)y0 ds
with some y0 ∈ F (x0). From (18) we get for t > 0 that
1
t
(U(t)x0 − x0) = −
(
1
t
∫ t
0
U(t − s)y0 ds
)
= −
(
1
t
∫ t
0
U(s)y0 ds
)
.
Hence, letting t → 0, t > 0, we see that x0 ∈ D(A) and Ax0 = −y0 showing that
x0 is a solution to (16). 
An evaluation of Theorem 15 gives:
Theorem 17. Let E be a Banach space and D ⊂ E compact, convex and let A
be the generator of a C0-semigroup such that U(t)D ⊂ D for each t ≥ 0. Assume
that F : D → 2E \ ∅ is usc, with closed, convex values such that (17) holds. Then
(16) has an equilibrium.
6. Application to a problem of controlled heat transfer in an isotropic
rigid body
We will be concerned with a periodic control problem described by a semilinear
parabolic equation.
Let the quantity x(t, y) describe the temperature in the point y ∈ [0, 1] at
time t. The following differential system expresses the controlled process of heat
transfer in an isotropic rigid body (see [2], [7]):
(19)











∂
∂t
x(t, y) = ∂
∂y
[
p(y) ∂
∂y
x(t, y)
]
+
∑m
i=1 wi(t)∆i(y, x(t, y)),
y ∈ [0, 1], t ∈ [0, a],
x(t, 0) = x(t, 1) = 0, t ∈ [0, a],
x(0, y) = x(a, y), y ∈ [0, 1].
We assume that the coefficient of heat conductivity p : [0, 1] → (0,∞) is
continuously differentiable and the functions ∆i : [0, 1] × R → R i = 1, . . .m,
which model the densities of the m heating sources, satisfy conditions as in [7],
i.e.:
(∆1) ∆i(·, z) : [0, 1]→ R is measurable for all z ∈ R,
(∆2) |∆i(y, z)| ≤ αi(y) for all z ∈ R where αi ∈ L
2([0, 1]),
(∆3) |∆i(y, z1)−∆i(y, z2)| ≤ βi|z1 − z2| for all z1, z2 ∈ R.
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The control functions wi : [0, a]→ R, i = 1, . . .m, are supposed to be measurable
and subject to the feedback condition
(w1(t), . . . , wm(t)) ∈ W (t, x(t, ·)), t ∈ [0, a],
where W : [0, a]× L2([0, 1])→ 2V \ ∅. Here V ⊂ Rm is compact and in order to
avoid trivialities let us put 0 /∈ V .
We have the following
Theorem 18. Let W : [0, a]× L2([0, 1]) → 2V \ ∅ be usc with compact, convex
values and such that for every t ∈ [0, a] and u ∈ L2([0, 1])
(20) W (t, u) ∩ {v ∈ Rm :
m
∑
i=1
vi = 1 and vi ≥ 0 for each i = 1, . . . , m} 6= ∅.
Let for each i = 1, . . . , m the conditions (∆1), (∆2) and (∆3) hold and assume
also that there exists C > 0 such that
(∆4) ∆i(y, C) ≤ 0, ∆i(y,−C) ≥ 0 for every y ∈ [0, 1].
Then problem (19) has a mild periodic solution, i.e. there exist measurable con-
trols wi : [0, a] → R, i = 1, . . .m, satisfying (w1(t), . . . , wm(t)) ∈ W (t, x(t, ·)),
t ∈ [0, a], and x is a mild solution to (19).
In caseW is independent of t we obtain the existence of controls w1, . . . , wm ∈
V such that (19) has an equilibrium.
Proof: Let E denote the Hilbert space L2([0, 1]) and define on D(A) := {f ∈
E : f, f ′ are absolutely continuous, f(0) = f(1) = 0, f ′′ ∈ E} the differential
operator Af := (pf ′)′. It is well-known that A is the generator of a compact,
analytic semigroup {U(t)}t≥0 in E (see [15, p. 305]). Next consider fi : E →
E, i = 1, . . . , m, given by
fi(u)(y) := ∆i(y, u(y)), y ∈ [0, 1].
Clearly, in view of our assumptions (∆1), (∆2) and (∆3), the maps fi are well-
defined and continuous.
With these definitions we arrive at the abstract formulation of problem (19)
(21)
{
x′(t) = Ax(t) +
∑m
i=1 wi(t)fi(x(t)),
x(0) = x(a),
where we look for a measurable w : [0, a] → Rm such that w(t) ∈ W (t, x(t)),
t ∈ [0, a], and x is a mild solution to (21).
In order to solve (21) let us introduce the set-valued map F : [0, a]×E → 2E\∅,
F (t, u) :=
{
v ∈ E : v =
m
∑
i=1
wifi(u) where w = (w1, . . . , wm) ∈ W (t, u)
}
.
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It follows that F is an usc, bounded map with compact convex values. Moreover,
let us also introduce the closed, convex and bounded subset D := {v ∈ E : −C ≤
v(s) ≤ C for a.e. s ∈ [0, 1]} of E.
One easily shows that U(t)D ⊂ D for all t ≥ 0 and that, in view of our
assumption (∆4), fi(u) ∈ TD(u) for each u ∈ D and i = 1, . . . , m. The latter
implies F (t, u)∩TD(u) 6= ∅, since, by (20), take w ∈ W (t, u) such that
∑m
i=1 wi =
1, wi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , m, and then
∑m
i=1 wifi(u) ∈ TD(u) follows from the
convexity of TD(u).
We are in a position to apply Theorem 13(i) and we see that x′ ∈ Ax+F (t, x),
x(0) = x(a) has a mild solution, i.e. there exists x : [0, a] → E, x(0) = x(a) and
such that
x(t) = U(t)x(0) +
∫ t
0
U(t − s)g(s) ds, t ∈ [0, a]
where g ∈ NF (x). But from the latter we infer by Filippov’s theorem (see [1,
p. 316]) the existence of a measurable map w : [0, a] → Rm such that w(t) ∈
W (t, x(t)), t ∈ [0, a], and g(t) =
∑m
i=1 wi(t)fi(x(t)) a.e. on [0, a], i.e. x is a mild
solution to (21). 
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